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MIXED SPORT

A DAY OF 
PARTRIDGE, 
PHEASANT... 
AND GROUSE!

ALEX BRANT visits Ripley Castle 
and starts October with a bang 
and some great mixed sport
PHOTOGRAPHY: JAVAN LIAM
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I
n my continuing journey to experience 
and broaden my knowledge of the 
northern shoots, I enjoyed a most unusual 
day as Frank Boddy’s guest at Ripley 
Castle.

Frank is without a doubt one of the true 
perfectionists in the shoot industry and runs a number 

of pheasant and partridge shoots and driven grouse moors under 
the aegis of Ripley. Some days are pheasant, some are partridge, 
some are grouse, some are mixed and, in addition, on some mixed 
days grouse are part of the equation. His lease at Ripley Castle with 
Sir Thomas Ingilby started in 1996 and the village itself is on the 
edge of the Dales in a very scenic part of North Yorkshire, just three 
miles from Harrogate.

As he explains: “Our parkland and farmland shooting near Ripley 
Castle in North Yorkshire covers over 7,000 acres and includes 
four estates, Ripley Castle, part of Nidd, Hob Green and Cayton 
Estates, employing four full time keepers. Near Pateley Bridge in 
Nidderdale, we have the Eagle Hall & Ashfold Side Shoot which 
covers 3,000 acres of high ground pheasant and partridge shooting. 
Hardcastle & Heathfi eld Moors above Eagle Hall are approximately 
4,000 acres. Eagle Hall & Ashfold Side and Hardcastle & Heathfi eld 

Moors have a further three full time keepers.”  
Noted drives at Eagle Hall are Vipoints and The Landslide, while 

the signature drives at Ripley include Newton Brow, Parkwood 
and Windy Hill. 

Some of the land originally belonged to Lord Mountgarret, who 
was famous for shooting at a hot-air balloon that came over his 
land during one of his grouse drives. While he did get into a bit of 
trouble for this, personally I admire both that degree of eccentricity 
and bravado. Alas he is no longer with us, but God knows, if I could 
get away with it, I would do the same.

Renata and I were staying the night before at The Sportsman’s 
Arms which was a comfortable country inn ten minutes from the 
meeting point for the day. Frank’s directions from the inn to the 
moorland bothy were perfect. An important, but often neglected, 
part of the day.

The day itself was most unusual.  Rain and fog meant that we 
had to delay our start for a few minutes to let the weather clear a bit. 
The fi rst drive was Landslide at the Ashfold Side. It was a brilliant 
combination of tall pheasant and partridge coming from all sorts 
of directions. It was a single gun day with stuffers and by time the 
drive was over I had only about six cartridges left, having started 
out with 150, give or take. The birds came down a long gully ravine 
and many were shot as driven and others as long crossers both 
to the left coming in over the hillside and a few crossing behind 

There were some superb partridge and pheasant drives
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the line of Guns. The mix and quality of birds were outstanding, 
especially in weather conditions that could not have been more 
adverse. 

The team itself, in which there were old friends, while some 
knew relatively few others, was easy going and amusing. Frank’s 
real business is in wood and paper and he runs Ripley, believe it 
or not, largely as a labour of love and for his own amusement. 
One of the Guns, Roger Latham, whose family has been in the 
wood business for generations, and while I suppose theoretically 
a competitor of Frank’s, was obviously a friend. 

I had travelled down from Inverness by train which was an 
excellent way to make the journey as there was a direct train 
from Inverness to York where a pal of mine picked me up and 
deposited me at the inn. Renata had been in Ireland on business 
and made the long ferry crossing and journey but we hooked up 
in perfect time. 

After depositing me at the shoot, she disappeared after the 
fi rst drive to have the tyres changed. The Range Rover has a 
tremendous torque - the turbocharged diesel wore out the tyres 
in under 20,000 miles. Renata did manage to return in time 
for lunch. During this hiatus, I was fortunate in having one of 
the other Guns, Craig Smith, offer me a lift for the rest of the 
drives. 

As I started to say earlier, the day was most unusual in that we 
started with a bang on a superlative partridge and pheasant drive, 
as noted above, and then went on to grouse drives. Conditions 
again were less than ideal, especially on the fi rst grouse drive 
where, because of fog and the nature of the terrain, grouse 
suddenly appeared only 30-40 yards away, sometimes less, making 
shooting challenging in the extreme.

The second grouse drive gave a much longer view and while I 
was on a peg that had done very well on the previous grouse day, 
because of wind or other factors had relatively little shooting on 
this occasion. One could, however, at least see the birds coming 
from further off and the Guns at the other side of the line had 
some tremendous sport. 

Elevenses were served between the two grouse drives. I have 
never seen a more perfect shoot box as Frank had designed for 
the back of his Range Rover - it was made from American 
black walnut (almost as good as French or Circassian for stocks). 
There were compartments for champagne and other comestibles 
but most uniquely it was shaped in a way that allowed a small 
refrigerator to be included. 

“Can’t have warm fi zz,” explained Frank. ➛

Partridges high over the tops..

On the moor, above; below: picking one out
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It was also designed with carpeting that 
attached via Velcro around the top of the 
cabinet, bottom of the interior roof and 
sides so that his Labradors had a comfortable 
place to sit; and if they were wet, the 
carpeting could be removed, cleaned and 
dried easily.  When I say that Frank thinks 
of everything, I mean that Frank thinks of 
everything!

The day was truly one to set itself apart. 
Imagine on October 2 shooting very 
good pheasants, excellent partridge, testing 
grouse and even a single golden plover in 
the bag.

Lunch and wine, unlike on many 
commercial shoots, was of the same 
standard as the shooting - outstanding. 
It started with large fresh langoustines, 
went on to proper and delicious fi llets of 
beef, beautifully prepared vegetables and 
absolutely delicious white and red wine. 

I have had brilliant shooting and brilliant 
food at high end syndicate shoots such 
as Castle Hill and North Molton; great 

shooting and dreadful food at a couple 
of commercial West Country shoots; bad 
shoot days and worse food at a few famous 
shoots from Northumberland to Inverness-
shire; but I have had relatively few days at 
commercial shoots where the shooting was 
outstanding, the food delicious and the day 
run without all of the herd mentality of 
many of the bigger commercial shoots. 

For anyone who is looking to take a team 
or individual Gun or two, be it for grouse, 
partridge or pheasant in the Yorkshire area, 
I cannot recommend Ripley Castle too 
highly. 

Ripley was on my list of top ten shoots 
of the north last year and while I would 
drop some others, I was absolutely correct 
in including Frank Boddy’s ambitious 
projects. 

The bag for the day was 28 pheasant, 143 
red leg partridge, 10½ brace of grouse, and 
one golden plover for a total of 193 birds. 
Total shots for the day were 927 cartridges 
fi red.

The Guns: Frank Boddy (host), Alex 
Brant, Ken Houlbrook, Roger Latham, 
David Sharpe, Craig Smith, Toby 
Ward,Clive Wells.

All smiles... Frank Boddy (third left),
Alex Brant (left) with the team on the day

The brochure
Frank Boddy’s excellent brochure, Shoot 
Arrangements 2010/2011, provides more 
useful information than anything I have 
seen of a similar nature in print. A list of 
gear to bring, both for the shooter and his 
dog, is included under last minute check list, 
a shoot planner (a sporting calendar, so one 
can plan out the entire season), directions 
to all shoots, recommended lodging, 
recommended equipment purveyors from 
car-boot chests to leather repairs, 
taxidermists and welly-washers - it is truly 
impressive.  Indeed under accommodation, 
not only are prices listed, but noted are 
those with helipads, whether dogs allowed, 
and travel time to the various shoots.
Tel 01423 320208 or 0777 427 1781. 
Email: info@ripleycastleshoot.co.uk.

This article first appeared in the Summer 2010 edition of Fieldsports magazine.


